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Answer all the questions from each UNIT (5X14=70M)
Q.No Questions Marks CO KL

UNIT-I
1. a) What are the objectives and principles of surveying? [7M] 1

b) Explain about the indirect or reciprocal ranging.  [7M] 1
OR

2. a) What are the different corrections that are considered for measuring with a tape,
explain them.

[7M] 1

b) Explain the terms Local attraction, Magnetic declination and Dip. [7M] 1
UNIT-II

3. a) The following are the consecutive readings taken on a levelling staff at different
points on a line 0.335, 1.345, 2.440, 3.495, 1.325,  2.345, 1.235 and 1.345 The
first reading was taken on a bench mark with reduced level of 394.550 and the
instrument  was  shifted after  the  fourth reading.  Find the reduced levels  of  all
points. 

[7M] 2

b) The perpendicular offsets taken at 10m intervals from a survey line to an irregular
boundary line are 3.50, 5.20, 3.80, 6.30, 9.20, 6.10, 3.20, 4.35 and 5.25 calculate
the area enclosed between the survey line, the irregular boundary line and the first
and last offsets by the application of Simpson’s rule.

[7M] 2

OR
4. a) What is meant by a bench mark, what are their types and where they are used? [7M] 2

b) A railway embankment of formation width 10m is to be built with side slope of 1
vertical to 2 horizontal. The ground is horizontal in the direction transverse to the
centre line, the length of embankment is 175m. The central height of embankment
in 25m interval are 1.45, 2.34, 2.59, 3.20, 3.49, 2.97 and 2.78 calculate the volume
of earth work.

[7M] 2

UNIT-III
5 a) What are the temporary adjustments that you will perform at every setup of the 

theodolite?
[7M] 3

b) The following observations were made on a hilltop to ascertain its elevation with
height of target above the hill as 4.000m 

Instrument station Staff  reading  on  Bench
mark

Angle  of  elevation  to
target

A 1.830 26036’
B 3.150 16048’

The reduced level of the bench mark was 530.345 The instrument stations were
120 m apart and were in line with the target.

[7M] 3

OR
6 a) What are the different types of errors that you will get while using a theodolite and

how you will eliminate them.
[7M] 3

b) To find the elevation of top of a tower P, angular observations were made from
two stations A and B, the stations A, B and the point P are not in same plane, the
stations A and B are at 75 m distance apart.

[7M] 3
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Instrument  at
station

Angle  of
elevation to P

Horizontal
angel

Staff  reading
on  Bench
mark

Bench mark

A 20012’ Angle PAB =
62018’

2.240 503.670

B 21006’ Angle PBA =
72042’

3.260 503.670

Find the elevation of the top of the tower.
UNIT-IV

7 a) Explain the following terms with respect to a simple circular curve with a sketch.
Back tangent,  Forward tangent,  Point  of  intersection,  Point  of  curve,  Point  of
tangency, External distance and Deflection of the curve.

[7M] 4

b) What are the advantages and disadvantages of total station? [7M] 4
OR

8 a) Two  straight  line  AB  and  BC intersect  at  chainage  1540.500m,  the  angle  of
intersection being 1100.  Calculate the chainage of the tangent points of a right
handed circular curve of 200 m radius.

[7M] 4

b) State the segments of Global Positioning System configuration and what are the
advantages of Global Positioning System?

[7M] 4

UNIT-V
9 a) What are the branches of terrestrial photogrammetry, briefly explain them. [7M] 5

b) What are the uses of photogrammetry? [7M] 5
 OR

10 a) What is meant by tilt displacement in a photogrammetric surveying? [7M] 5
b) What is meant by mosaics, and what are the differences between mosaic and a

map.
[7M] 5

******
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